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Abstract. Existing long-tailed classification (LT) methods only focus
on tackling the class-wise imbalance that head classes have more sam-
ples than tail classes, but overlook the attribute-wise imbalance. In
fact, even if the class is balanced, samples within each class may still
be long-tailed due to the varying attributes. Note that the latter is fun-
damentally more ubiquitous and challenging than the former because
attributes are not just implicit for most datasets, but also combinatori-
ally complex, thus prohibitively expensive to be balanced. Therefore, we
introduce a novel research problem: Generalized Long-Tailed classifi-
cation (GLT), to jointly consider both kinds of imbalances. By “general-
ized”, we mean that a GLT method should naturally solve the traditional
LT, but not vice versa. Not surprisingly, we find that most class-wise LT
methods degenerate in our proposed two benchmarks: ImageNet-GLT
and MSCOCO-GLT. We argue that it is because they over-emphasize
the adjustment of class distribution while neglecting to learn attribute-
invariant features. To this end, we propose an Invariant Feature Learn-
ing (IFL) method as the first strong baseline for GLT. IFL first dis-
covers environments with divergent intra-class distributions from the
imperfect predictions, and then learns invariant features across them.
Promisingly, as an improved feature backbone, IFL boosts all the LT line-
up: one/two-stage re-balance, augmentation, and ensemble. Codes and
benchmarks are available on Github: https://github.com/KaihuaTang/
Generalized-Long-Tailed-Benchmarks.pytorch
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1 Introduction

Long-Tailed classification (LT) [68] is inevitable in real-world training, as long-
tailed distribution ubiquitously exists in data at scale [40,39] and it is often pro-
hibitively expensive to balance against such nature [40]. For example in Fig. 1 (a),
a frequent class such as “dog” has significantly more samples than a rare one
such as “panda”. Prevailing LT methods are essentially based on adjusting the
class-wise imbalance ratio: given a biased classifier that tends to classify tail

https://github.com/KaihuaTang/Generalized-Long-Tailed-Benchmarks.pytorch
https://github.com/KaihuaTang/Generalized-Long-Tailed-Benchmarks.pytorch
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(a) Long-Tailed Distribution in Real-world Images (b) Class-wise Balanced Data and its Imbalanced Attribute Distribution
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Examples of Object-level Attribute Distributions
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Fig. 1. (a) The real-world long-tailed distribution is both class-wise and attribute-wise
imbalanced; (b) even if we balance the class distribution of MSCOCO-Attribute [38],
the attributes are still long-tailed

as head, we curb the head confidence while lifting the tail confidence, so the
resultant classifier is expected to be fair to both head and tail during infer-
ence [19,71,6,33,41].

However, we’d like to point out that LT challenge cannot be simply character-
ized by class-wise imbalance. If we take a closer look at samples inside each class
in Fig. 1 (a), we can find that attributes within each class are also long-tailed.
This attribute-wise imbalance4 undermines the robustness of the classifier in
two ways: I) it hurts the accuracy of images with tail attributes, e.g, members
of minority groups in the human class are easier to be mis-classified than their
majority counterparts [36], despite the fact that they both come from the same
head class; II) it results in some attributes being mistakenly correlated to cer-
tain classes, e.g, images of a head class “tractor” are often captured on “field”,
so when a tail object like “harvester” is also captured on “field”, its risk of being
mis-classified as “tractor” is much higher, which is supported by our formulation
Eq. (1) and visualization in Fig. 2 (b). Therefore, the attribute-wise imbalance
further explains the cause of inconsistent performances within the same class and
the existence of spurious correlations.

In fact, even if the class-wise imbalance is entirely eliminated like Fig. 1 (b),
its attribute-wise imbalance still persists and hurts the generalization. Besides,
strictly balancing attributes is not only prohibitive but also impossible due to the
innumerable multi-label combinations of attributes, making the attribute-wise
imbalance fundamentally different from the class-wise imbalance. To this end, we
present a new task: Generalized Long-Tailed classification (GLT), to unify
the challenges from both class-wise and attribute-wise imbalances. For rigorous
and reproducible evaluations in the community, as detailed in Section 3, we
introduce two benchmarks, ImageNet-GLT and MSCOCO-GLT, together with

4 In this paper, the attribute represents all the factors causing the intra-class varia-
tions, including object-level attributes (colors, textures, postures, etc) and image-
level attributes (lighting, contexts, etc).
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three protocols to evaluate the robustness of models against class-wise long tail,
attribute-wise long tail and their joint effect.

Not surprisingly, we find that nearly all existing LT methods [72,33,19,41] fail
to tackle the attribute-wise imbalance in GLT (cf. Section 5). The reasons are
two-fold: I) They rely on class-wise adjustment, which requires the access to the
class statistical traits to re-balance [49,6,19,71]. Unfortunately, the attribute-
wise traits are hidden in GLT, whose discovery per se is a challenging open
problem [26]. II) As illustrated in Fig. 2, the cross-entropy baseline (biased
classifier) tends to predict tail samples as the head class with similar attributes,
resulting in low precision on the head and low accuracy on the tail. So, the
success of LT methods is mainly based on lifting the tail class boundary to
welcome more samples to increase the tail accuracy. However, such adjustment
is only playing with the precision-accuracy trade-off [73], leaving the confused
region of similar attributes unchanged in the feature space, while the proposed
GLT requires algorithms to ignore those confusing attributes.
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Fig. 2. In ImageNet-GLT, a typical LT method,
(b) LWS [19], is playing a precision-accuracy
trade-off with the (a) biased cross-entropy base-
line, while the proposed (c) IFL improves both
metrics at the same time. We follow [31,19] to
stratify classes into Many, Medium, and Few by
the class frequency. The t-SNE [14] of image fea-
tures further illustrates that IFL features reduce
the confusing region between “tractor” and “har-
vester” caused by the shared attribute “field”

To this end, in Section 4,
we introduce a framework called
Invariant Feature Learning (IFL)
to address the attribute-wise
imbalance and serve as the first
strong baseline for GLT. Our
motivation is based on the rea-
sonable assumption that: since
the class feature is invariant
to its attributes, e.g, a “dog”
is always a dog regardless of
its varying attributes, the vari-
ation of attributes is the main
cause of lower prediction con-
fidence within each class. Note
that corrupted images are be-
yond the scope of this paper,
as they don’t have any valid la-
bels. Therefore, we use the cur-
rent classification confidence of
each training sample as an im-
balance indicator of attributes
inside the class: the lower the
confidence is, the rarer the at-
tributes are. Then, we sample a
new environment based on the reversed confidence. Together with the original
one, we obtain two environments with diverse attribute distributions for each
class. Finally, to remove the imbalance impact of attributes, we design a metric
learning loss, extending the center loss [59] to its Invariant Risk Minimization
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(IRM) [3] version, which equips the model with the ability to learn class features
that are invariant to attributes.

As shown in Fig. 2 (c), IFL improves both precision and accuracy under GLT
by reducing the confusing region of attributes in the feature space. Besides, IFL,
as an improved feature backbone, can be seamlessly incorporated into other LT
methods. In particular, we find that by only using sample augmentation such as
MixUp [66] or RandAug [10], IFL can surpass most of the LT methods. We also
notice that the recent progress of LT methods [56,67,73], who claim to improve
both head and tail, is indeed attributed to tackle the attribute-wise imbalance—
they deserve to be more fairly evaluated by GLT.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

– We present a new challenging task: Generalized Long-Tailed classification
(GLT), together with two benchmarks: ImageNet-GLT and MSCOCO-GLT.
To solve GLT, one need to address both the conventional class-wise imbal-
ance and the ever-overlooked attribute-wise imbalance.

– We develop Invariant Feature Learning (IFL) as the first strong GLT base-
line. Its effectiveness demonstrates that learning attribute-invariant features
is a promising direction.

– By extensive experiments, we show that IFL improves all the prevalent LT
line-up on GLT benchmarks: one/two-stage re-balancing [19,50,41,33,71,6],
augmentation [66,10], and ensemble [56,67].

2 Related Work

Long-Tailed Classification [72,31,11,68] aims to improve the performance
under class-wise balanced evaluation given the class-wise long-tailed training
data. Previous methods can be categorized into three types: 1) one/two-stage
re-balancing algorithms [19,16,48,25,49,54,15] apply statistical adjustment based
on the explicit class distribution to correct the tail class bias; 2) data augmen-
tation either independently augments all samples [63,20,66,10] or transfer head
information to the tail [30,13,24,58]; 3) ensemble [56,5,61,67] is recently explored
as a strategy to improve head and tail categories at the same time. The con-
ventional LT classification is essentially a special case of the proposed GLT, as
solving GLT will naturally improve LT, but not vice versa.
Domain Adaptation (DA) and Out-of-distribution Generalization (O-
ODG) are two other related tasks. DA [60,52,70,65] seeks to transfer models
from source domains to the target domain. The difference between DA and
GLT is that we don’t need a subset of samples from the target domain. Re-
cent papers [18,74] also notice the intrinsic correlation between LT and DA. In
OODG [69,2,22,3], we desire a machine trained in one domain to work well in
any domain. Recent studies [2] show that it cannot be addressed without any as-
sumption. Therefore, regarding the type of assumptions, OODG can be divided
into DA [52], domain generalization [23], long-tailed classification [68], zero-/few-
shot learning [47,57,55], and even adversarial robustness [7,8]. Our GLT can also
be viewed as a special case of OODG that is more general than LT.
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Attribute-wise Imbalance itself is also a long-standing research field in the
name of hard example mining [28,35], sub-population shift [43,27,21], spurious
correlation [45,1], etc. Meanwhile, the corresponding methods in these fields
may also inspire the future research in GLT, e.g, EIIL [9], GEORGE [44] and
SDB [17] can be used to construct better environments or baselines. Compared
with these fields, the proposed GLT benchmarks provide a unified formulation
and benchmarks for both class-wise and attribute-wise imbalances.

3 Generalized Long-Tailed Classification

Previous LT methods [41,33] formulate the classification model as p(Y |X), pre-
dicting the label Y from the input image X, which can be further decomposed
into p(Y |X) ∝ p(X|Y ) · p(Y ) [33,41]. This formulation identifies the cause of
class-wise bias as p(Y ), so it can be elegantly solved by Logit Adjustment [33].
However, such a formulation is based on a strong assumption that the distribu-
tion of p(X|Y ) won’t change in different domains, i.e, ptrain(X|Y ) = ptest(X|Y ),
which cannot be guaranteed in real-world applications. Next, we will provide an
in-depth analysis of why this over-simplified view fails to explain all biases.

3.1 Problem Formulation

Recent studies [34,4,53] demonstrate that an image of object X can be fully de-
scribed or generated by its class and a list of attributes. That is to say, each X
is generated by a set of underlying (zc, za)

5, where the class-specific components
zc are the invariant factors that enable the existence of the robust classifica-
tion and the attribute-related variables za are domain-specific knowledge that
have inconsistent distributions. This formulation only assumes the invariance
of a subset features zc rather than the entire X, i.e, ptrain(zc|Y ) = ptest(zc|Y ).
Therefore, we can follow the Bayes theorem [46] to convert the classification
model p(Y |X) = p(Y |zc, za) into the following formula:

p(Y = k|zc, za) =
p(zc|Y = k)

p(zc)
· p(za|Y = k, zc)

p(za|zc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
attribute bias

· p(Y = k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
class bias

, (1)

where invariant components zc only depend on Y ; descriptive attributes za that
vary across instances may depend on both Y and zc. We generally consider
p(zc, za) = p(za|zc)·p(zc) WITHOUT introducing any independence assumption.
Note that we also DO NOT impose the disentanglement assumption that a
perfect feature vector z = [zc; za] with separated zc and za can be obtained, as
the disentanglement is a challenging task on its own [32]. Otherwise, we only need
to conduct a simple feature selection to obtain the ideal classification model.

5 In this paper, zc and za stand for all class-specific components and variant attributes,
respectively, but we use a single variable to represent them in the following examples,
e.g, zc = feather and za = brown, for simplicity.
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The reason why we need Eq. (1) to replace the simple p(Y |X) is because
unlike those tasks that indeed require both zc and za, e.g, the image caption-
ing [64] or the segmentation task [12], the classification task merely relies on the
class-specific components zc of an image X, regardless of its varying attributes
za. Therefore, the former formulation p(Y |X) over-simplifies the problem by
ignoring the different roles between zc and za during classification.

(a) Collecting an “Attribute-Wise Balanced” Test Set for ImageNet 
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Fig. 3. Examples of how to balance the attribute
distribution for the Test-GBL evaluation environ-
ment in the proposed two benchmarks

Class Bias: in class-wise LT [68],
the distribution of p(Y ) is con-
sidered as the main cause of
the performance degradation.
As p(Y ) can be explicitly calcu-
lated from the training data, the
majority of previous LT meth-
ods directly alleviate its effect
by class-wise adjustment [41,33]
or re-balancing [19,71]. How-
ever, they fail to answer I) why
the performance is also long-
tailed within each class, and II)
why tail images tend to be mis-
classified as certain head classes
with similar attributes.

Attribute Bias: the above
Eq.(1) extends the previous LT
formulation by introducing the
attribute bias caused by long-
tailed za, which not only explains the cause of inconsistent performances within
each class but also demonstrates how spurious correlations hurt the prediction.
Intuitively, I) for the intra-class variation, if an attribute “white”/“brown” of
the class-specific component “feather” is more frequent/rarer in “dove” than in

other classes, e.g, p(za=brown|Y=dove,zc=feather)
p(za=brown|zc=feather) < p(za=white|Y=dove,zc=feather)

p(za=white|zc=feather) ,

a dove with brown feather will have lower confidence than doves with
white feather, following Eq. (1), i.e, p(Y =dove|zc=feather, za=brown) <
p(Y =dove|zc=feather, za=white). II) Similarly, for spurious correlations, if
a “field” background is more frequent in the class “tractor” than other vehicles
with the same class-specific component “wheel”, it will create false sense of corre-

lation between “field” and “tractor” class, i.e, p(za=field|Y=tractor,zc=wheel)
p(za=field|zc=wheel) >>

1, resulting images of other vehicles with “wheel” blindly have larger
p(Y =tractor|zc=wheel, za=field) in the “field” background, e.g, predicting a
“harvester in field” as the “tractor”.

Generalized Long-Tailed Distribution: the proposed GLT asserts that both
the conventional class distribution and the ever-overlooked attribute distribution
are long-tailed in real-world dataset at scale. However, most of the previous LT
benchmarks, ImageNet-LT [31], Long-Tailed CIFAR-10/-100 [71], or iNatural-
ist [51], are only capable of evaluating the class bias, underestimating the role
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of the attribute bias in the long tail challenge. To better study unbiased models
that address both of biases at the same time, we introduce the following two
GLT benchmarks and three evaluation protocols.

3.2 GLT Benchmarks and Evaluation Protocols

In this section, we design two benchmarks, ImageNet-GLT and MSCOCO-GLT,
for the proposed GLT challenge, where ImageNet-GLT is a long-tailed version of
ImageNet [42] and MSCOCO-GLT is constructed from MSCOCO-Attribute [38].
Although there are explicit attribute annotations in MSCOCO-Attribute, we for-
bid the access of them during training to make the algorithm more general. After
all, attributes are not exhaustively annotated. Meanwhile, ImageNet, like most
of the other datasets, doesn’t have any attribute annotation, so we cluster image
features within each class into multiple “pretext attributes” using a pre-trained
model [37]. These clusters can thus serve as annotations for implicit attributes.
To systematically diagnose two kinds of biases in Eq. (1), each benchmark is
further organized into three evaluation protocols as follows:
Class-wise Long Tail (CLT) Protocol: same as the conventional LT, we first
adopt a class-wise and attribute-wise LT training set, called Train-GLT, which
can be easily sampled from ImageNet [42] and MSCOCO-Attribute [38] using a
class-wise LT distribution. We don’t need to intentionally ensure the attribute-
wise imbalance as it’s ubiquitous and inevitable in any real-world dataset, e.g,
the distribution of MSCOCO-Attribute [38] in Fig. 1 (b). The corresponding
Test-CBL, which is i.i.d. sampled within each class, is a class-wise balanced
and attribute-wise long-tailed testing set. (Train-GLT, Test-CBL) with the
same attribute distributions and different class distributions can thus evaluate
the robustness against the class-wise long tail.
Attribute-wise Long Tail (ALT) Protocol: the training set Train-CBL of
this protocol has the same number of images for each class and keeps the origi-
nal long-tailed attribute distribution by i.i.d. sampling images within each class,
so its bias only comes from the attribute. Meanwhile, Test-GBL, as the most
important evaluation environment for GLT task, has to balance both class and
attribute distributions. As illustrated in Fig. 3, Test-GBL for ImageNet-GLT
samples equal number of images from each “pretext attribute” (i.e, feature clus-
ters) and each class. Test-GBL for MSCOCO-GLT is a little bit tricky, because
each object has multiple attributes, making strictly balancing the attribute dis-
tribution prohibitive. Hence, we select a fixed size of subset within each class that
has the minimized standard deviation of attributes as the Test-GBL. As long as
Test-GBL is relatively more balanced in attributes than Train-CBL, it can serve
as a valid testing set for ALT protocol. In summary, (Train-CBL, Test-GBL)
have the same class distributions and different attribute distributions.
Generalized Long Tail (GLT) Protocol: this protocol combines (Train-
GLT, Test-GBL) from the above, so both class and attribute distributions
are changed from training to testing. As the generalized evaluation protocol for
the long-tailed challenge, an algorithm can only obtain satisfactory results when
both class bias and attribute bias are well addressed by the final model.
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4 Invariant Feature Learning
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Fig. 4. The proposed IFL that first applies differ-
ent sampling strategies according to the prediction
confidence within each class, then combines them to
construct environments with diverse attribute distri-
butions, and finally learns features invariant to the
environment change by the IFL metric loss

Prevalent LT studies [33,19]
mainly focus on designing bal-
anced classifiers, as the p(Y =
k) in Eq. (1) is independent
of input features. However, as
we discussed in Section 3, our
new attribute bias is caused
by extracting the undesired
za, so the overlooked feature
learning is the key. There-
fore, the proposed method
aims to learn an improved fea-
ture backbone that is com-
plementary for previous bal-
anced classifiers [19,50,41,33].

As we discussed in Sec-
tion 3, the attribute bias term
in Eq. (1) raises two prob-
lems: I) the inconsistent per-
formance of p(Y |zc, za) within
each class, and II) the spu-
rious correlations between a
non-robust attribute and a
class. To tackle these prob-
lems, we propose Invariant
Feature Learning (IFL) that
extends the center loss [59]
from the original Empirical
Risk Minimization (ERM) to
its Invariant Risk Minimiza-
tion (IRM) [3] version, which forces the backbone to focus on learning features
that are invariant across a set of environments.

The rationale behind the IFL is that p(zc|Y =k)
p(zc)

is consistent in all environ-

ments while p(za|Y=k,zc)
p(za|zc) is not. If images of Y =k have the same feature center

in all environments, it means that the extracted features are more related to
invariant zc instead of za. The overall IFL framework is summarized in Fig. 4.

4.1 Environment Construction

After warming-up the model with the vanilla cross-entropy loss for several epochs,

we obtain an initial model with imperfect predictions. Since p(zc|Y =k)
p(zc)

and

p(Y =k) are constants within a given class Y =k, the variation of p(Y =k|zc, za)
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is directly proportional to p(za|Y=k,zc)
p(za|zc) . It allows us to use the prediction con-

fidence on the ground-truth class p(Y =k|X in k) as the indicator to sample
diverse attribute distributions in the training set (See Appendix for more dis-
cussions). As illustrated in Fig. 4, samples collected from each class using the
same sampling strategy will then be combined together to form different envi-

ronments in E . Each sampling strategy has a unique distribution of p(za|Y=k,zc)
p(za|zc) .

The environments are periodically updated during the training phase.
In general, two environments are considered to be sufficient to learn the ro-

bustness against the environment change [3], which is also supported by our
experiments on Table 4. Specifically, one environment directly samples each in-
stance uniformly inside each class, i.e, the näıve i.i.d. sampling. The other envi-
ronment is sampled based on the (1− p(Y = k|zc, za))β , where β automatically
adjusts the new attribute distribution by up-sampling 20% images from class
Y =k with lowest p(Y = k|zc, za) to reach 80% population of the class Y =k in
the new environment, following the Pareto Principle [40].

The pseudo code of the algorithm is provided in the Appendix.

4.2 IFL Metric Loss

After obtaining a set of diverse training environments E , the goal of the proposed
IFL can thus be formulated as the following optimization problem:

min
θ,w

∑
e∈E

∑
i∈e

Lcls(f(x
e
i ; θ), y

e
i ;w),

subject to θ ∈ argmin
θ

∑
e∈E

∑
i∈e

||f(xe
i ; θ)− Cye

i
||2,

(2)

where θ and w are learnable parameters for the backbone and classifier, respec-
tively; (xe

i , y
e
i ) are i-th (image, label) pair in the training environment e ∈ E ;

f(xe
i ; θ) is the backbone extracting feature from xe

i ; Lcls(f(x
e
i ; θ), y

e
i ;w) is the

cross-entropy loss; Cye
i
is the mean feature of corresponding class yei across all

environments in E .6
The above Eq. (2) aims to optimize the model by the classification loss Lcls

under the constraint that the intra-class variation of features across all envi-
ronments is also minimized, suppressing the learning of za that causes non-

robust p(za|Y=k,zc)
p(za|zc) . So the overall training objective is thus defined as L =

Lcls + α · LIFL, where LIFL = ||f(xe
i ; θ) − Cye

i
||2 is a metric loss that ensures

the above constraint and α is the trade-off parameter.
As the generalized IRM version of the center loss [59], the proposed IFL

significantly boosts the GLT performance from its ERM counterpart using single
environment. It’s because class centers are also biased under the long-tailed
attributes, so the original center loss would inevitably under-represent images
with rare attributes. More experimental analyses are given in Section 5.4.

6 We follow the center loss [59] to implement Cye
i
as the moving average for efficiency.
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Table 1. Evaluation of CLT and GLT Protocols on ImageNet-GLT: Accuracy
(left in each cell) and Precision (right in each cell) are reported. All methods are re-
implemented under the same codebase with ResNext-50 backbone

Methods Class-Wise Long Tail (CLT) Protocol Generalized Long Tail (GLT) Protocol

< Accuracy | Precision > ManyC MediumC FewC Overall ManyC MediumC FewC Overall

R
e
-b

a
la
n
c
e

Baseline 59.34 | 39.08 36.95 | 52.87 14.39 | 56.65 42.52 | 47.92 50.98 | 32.90 28.49 | 44.72 10.28 | 49.11 34.75 | 40.65
cRT [19] 56.55 | 45.79 42.89 | 46.23 26.67 | 41.47 45.92 | 45.34 48.02 | 38.40 34.16 | 38.07 19.92 | 33.50 37.57 | 37.51
LWS [19] 55.38 | 46.67 43.91 | 46.87 30.11 | 40.92 46.43 | 45.90 47.15 | 39.16 34.88 | 38.68 22.56 | 32.88 37.94 | 38.01

Deconfound-TDE [50] 54.94 | 49.27 43.18 | 43.91 28.64 | 33.40 45.70 | 44.48 46.87 | 42.39 34.43 | 35.77 22.11 | 26.30 37.56 | 37.00
BLSoftmax [41] 55.60 | 48.19 42.74 | 47.27 28.79 | 38.14 45.79 | 46.27 47.15 | 40.89 33.48 | 39.11 21.10 | 27.50 37.09 | 38.08
Logit-Adj [33] 54.55 | 49.70 44.40 | 45.05 31.53 | 36.04 46.53 | 45.56 45.94 | 41.97 35.15 | 36.63 24.07 | 28.59 37.80 | 37.56

BBN [71] 61.64 | 42.74 43.80 | 54.44 13.94 | 55.12 46.46 | 49.86 52.41 | 35.58 34.31 | 46.38 10.06 | 44.43 37.91 | 41.77
LDAM [6] 59.05 | 45.39 43.23 | 48.80 24.44 | 44.99 46.74 | 46.86 51.02 | 38.78 34.13 | 40.39 18.46 | 35.91 38.54 | 39.08

(ours) Baseline + IFL 62.71 | 42.98 40.10 | 56.83 18.92 | 61.92 45.97 | 52.06 54.09 | 36.74 31.73 | 49.03 13.62 | 51.42 37.96 | 44.47
(ours) cRT + IFL 61.27 | 45.84 43.96 | 51.67 24.32 | 53.64 47.94 | 49.63 52.75 | 39.11 35.14 | 43.36 17.92 | 43.35 39.60 | 41.65
(ours) LWS + IFL 61.50 | 45.43 43.79 | 52.85 23.86 | 55.58 47.89 | 50.29 53.21 | 38.92 34.99 | 44.44 17.42 | 45.90 39.64 | 42.45

(ours) BLSoftmax + IFL 58.00 | 53.70 44.70 | 51.73 33.49 | 37.58 48.34 | 50.39 49.92 | 46.86 36.11 | 44.31 25.71 | 32.01 40.08 | 43.48
(ours) Logit-Adj + IFL 56.96 | 56.22 46.54 | 50.10 36.88 | 33.29 49.26 | 50.02 48.25 | 49.17 37.50 | 41.65 29.00 | 25.77 40.52 | 42.28

A
u
g
m
e
n
t Mixup [66] 59.68 | 37.96 30.83 | 55.74 7.09 | 34.33 38.81 | 45.41 51.04 | 31.85 23.10 | 47.25 4.94 | 22.88 31.55 | 37.44

RandAug [10] 64.96 | 42.63 40.30 | 59.10 15.20 | 56.60 46.40 | 52.13 56.36 | 35.97 31.43 | 51.13 10.36 | 48.92 38.24 | 44.74
(ours) Mixup + IFL 67.71 | 47.77 45.87 | 62.58 24.71 | 67.77 51.43 | 57.44 59.36 | 40.95 36.77 | 54.67 18.06 | 55.10 43.00 | 49.25

(ours) RandAug + IFL 69.35 | 49.42 48.05 | 63.19 26.92 | 66.04 53.40 | 58.11 60.79 | 42.41 39.07 | 55.15 20.04 | 57.90 44.90 | 50.47

E
n
se

m
b
le TADE [67] 58.44 | 56.38 48.01 | 51.41 36.60 | 41.08 50.47 | 51.85 50.29 | 49.25 38.74 | 43.74 27.99 | 31.75 41.75 | 44.15

RIDE [56] 64.04 | 51.91 48.66 | 53.21 30.44 | 46.25 52.08 | 51.65 55.47 | 44.55 38.65 | 44.26 22.80 | 37.26 43.00 | 43.32
(ours) TADE + IFL 61.71 | 55.59 48.87 | 53.42 34.02 | 40.93 51.78 | 52.41 53.75 | 48.73 39.90 | 45.28 26.77 | 35.34 43.47 | 45.17
(ours) RIDE + IFL 65.68 | 54.13 50.82 | 56.22 31.91 | 52.10 53.93 | 54.76 57.84 | 47.00 41.80 | 48.65 24.63 | 42.96 45.64 | 47.14

5 Experiments

5.1 Datasets and Metrics

ImageNet-GLT is a long-tailed version of the ImageNet [42], where CLT and
GLT protocols share the same training set Train-GLT with 113k samples over
1k classes. ALT protocol adopts a class-wise balanced Train-CBL with 114k
images. The evaluation splits {Val, Test-CBL, Test-GBL} have {30k, 60k, 60k}
samples, respectively. The number of images for each class in Train-GLT ranges
from 570 to 4, while all classes have 114 samples in Train-CBL. To collect the
attribute-wise balanced Test-GBL, images from each class were clustered into 6
groups by KMeans using a pre-trained ResNet50 model [37] and we sampled 10
images per group and class. Following [31,19], all testing sets are also split into
3 subsets by the class frequency: ManyC with #sample > 100, MediumC with
100 ≥ #sample ≥ 20, and FewC with #sample < 20. We further split them into
3 subsets by attribute groups: ManyA, MediumA, and FewA with images from
the most/medium/least frequent 2 clusters of all classes, respectively.
MSCOCO-GLT is a long-tailed subset of MSCOCO-Attribute [38,29] with
196 different attributes. We cropped each object with multi-label attributes as
independent images. Under CLT and GLT protocols, we have {Train-GLT, Val,
Test-CBL, Test-GBL} with {144k, 2.9k, 5.8k, 5.8k} images over 29 classes, where
the number of samples for each class ranges from 61k to 0.3k. The ALT protocol
has {32k, 1.4k, 2.9k} images for {Train-CBL, Val, Test-GBL}. Since attributes
usually co-occur with each other in one object, we cannot construct ManyA,
MediumA, and FewA subsets the same as ImageNet-GLT, so we directly report
the overall performance for MSCOCO-GLT. Note that attribute annotations are
only used to construct Test-GBL, and they are not released in the training data.
Evaluation Metrics. The top-1 accuracy is commonly adopted as the only
metric in the conventional LT studies, yet, it cannot reveal the limitation of
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precision-accuracy trade-off. Therefore, in GLT classification, we report both
Accuracy: #CorrectPredictions

#AllSamples , which is equal to Top-1 Recall in the class-wise

balanced test sets [73], and Precision: 1
#class ·

∑
class

#CorrectPredictions
#SamplesPredictedAsThisClass

to better evaluate the effectiveness of algorithms.

5.2 Investigated LT Algorithms

As a general feature learning method to deal with the attribute bias, the proposed
IFL can be integrated into most prevalent LT methods. We followed Zhang et
al [68] to summarize the investigated LT algorithms into three categories: 1)
one-/two-stage re-balancing, 2) augmentation, and 3) module improvement.

Table 2. Evaluation of ALT Protocol on
ImageNet-GLT

Methods Attribute-Wise Long Tail (ALT) Protocol
< Accuracy | Precision > ManyA MediumA FewA Overall

R
e
-b

a
la
n
c
e

Baseline 56.95 | 55.83 40.11 | 39.17 28.12 | 28.16 41.73 | 41.74
cRT [19] 57.45 | 56.28 39.72 | 38.65 27.58 | 27.35 41.59 | 41.43
LWS [19] 56.95 | 55.85 40.11 | 39.30 28.03 | 27.98 41.70 | 41.71

Deconfound-TDE [50] 57.10 | 56.58 39.80 | 40.08 27.29 | 27.96 41.40 | 42.36
BLSoftmax [41] 56.48 | 55.56 39.81 | 38.96 27.64 | 27.60 41.32 | 41.37

BBN [71] 60.90 | 60.17 41.08 | 40.81 27.79 | 28.26 43.26 | 43.86
LDAM [6] 59.04 | 56.51 40.96 | 39.21 27.96 | 27.22 42.66 | 41.80

(ours) Baseline + IFL 61.38 | 60.78 44.79 | 44.21 31.49 | 31.98 45.89 | 46.42
(ours) cRT + IFL 61.12 | 60.25 44.26 | 43.65 31.02 | 31.31 45.47 | 45.81
(ours) LWS + IFL 61.19 | 60.45 44.66 | 44.07 31.43 | 31.91 45.76 | 46.25

(ours) BLSoftmax + IFL 60.19 | 59.46 43.54 | 43.14 30.85 | 31.46 44.86 | 45.43

A
u
g
m
e
n
t Mixup [66] 58.71 | 58.04 40.09 | 38.99 27.52 | 27.54 42.11 | 42.42

RandAug [10] 62.35 | 61.25 45.04 | 44.27 31.47 | 31.26 46.29 | 46.32
(ours) Mixup + IFL 65.90 | 65.88 49.43 | 49.43 35.40 | 35.89 50.24 | 51.04

(ours) RandAug + IFL 67.39 | 66.81 51.55 | 51.28 37.47 | 37.97 52.14 | 52.74

E
n
se

m
b
le TADE [67] 62.63 | 61.91 45.84 | 45.21 32.82 | 32.82 47.10 | 47.32

RIDE [56] 63.48 | 61.42 45.62 | 44.16 32.59 | 32.26 47.24 | 46.67
(ours) TADE + IFL 63.50 | 62.67 48.03 | 47.32 34.69 | 34.52 48.74 | 48.78
(ours) RIDE + IFL 67.54 | 67.13 51.92 | 51.72 37.84 | 38.46 52.44 | 53.17

For re-balancing approaches,
we studied two-stage re-sampling
methods cRT [19] and LWS [19],
post-hoc distribution adjust-
ment Deconfound-TDE [50]
and Logit Adjustment (Logit-
Adj) [33], multi-branch models
with diverse sampling strategies
likeBBN [71], and re-weighting
loss functions like Balanced
Softmax (BLSoftmax) [41] and
LDAM [6].

For augmentation approaches,
we empirically noticed that
some common data augmenta-
tion methods are more general
and effective than other long-
tailed transfer learning meth-
ods [30], so we adopted Mixup [66] and Random Augmentation
(RandAug) [10] in our experiments.

For module improvement, we followed the recent trend of ensemble learn-
ing [56] like RIDE [56] and TADE [67], which are proved to be state-of-the-art
models in LT classification that are capable of improving both head and tail cate-
gories at the same time. Both of them used the trident version of ResNext-50 [62]
developed by RIDE [56], which is denoted as RIDE-50 in Table 4.

Implementation details of the proposed IFL and the baseline methods are
given in Appendix.

5.3 Comparisons with LT Line-up

We evaluate CLT and GLT protocols for ImageNet-GLT in Table 1. The corre-
sponding ALT protocol is reported in Table 2. All three protocols for MSCOCO-
GLT are shown in Table 3.
CLT Protocol (conventional long-tailed classification): although the pro-
posed IFL is mainly designed to tackle the long-tailed intra-class attributes, it
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also boost all prevalent LT methods in the conventional CLT protocol. It’s be-
cause IFL also prevents tail images from being mis-classified as head classes by
eliminating the spurious correlation made by attributes.

Table 3. Evaluation on MSCOCO-GLT:
overall performances are reported

Protocols CLT GLT ALT
< Accuracy | Precision > Overall Overall Overall

R
e
-b

a
la
n
c
e

Baseline 72.34 | 76.61 63.79 | 70.52 50.17 | 50.94
cRT [19] 73.64 | 75.84 64.69 | 68.33 49.97 | 50.37
LWS [19] 72.60 | 75.66 63.60 | 68.81 50.14 | 50.61

Deconfound-TDE [50] 73.79 | 74.90 66.07 | 68.20 50.76 | 51.68
BLSoftmax [41] 72.64 | 75.25 64.07 | 68.59 49.72 | 50.65
Logit-Adj [33] 75.50 | 76.88 66.17 | 68.35 50.17 | 50.94

BBN [71] 73.69 | 77.35 64.48 | 70.20 51.83 | 51.77
LDAM [6] 75.57 | 77.70 67.26 | 70.70 55.52 | 56.21

(ours) Baseline + IFL 74.31 | 78.90 65.31 | 72.24 52.86 | 53.49
(ours) cRT + IFL 76.21 | 79.11 66.90 | 71.34 52.07 | 52.85
(ours) LWS + IFL 75.98 | 79.18 66.55 | 71.49 52.07 | 52.90

(ours) BLSoftmax + IFL 73.72 | 77.08 64.76 | 70.00 52.97 | 53.52
(ours) Logit-Adj + IFL 77.16 | 79.09 67.53 | 70.18 52.86 | 53.49

A
u
g
m
e
n
t Mixup [66] 74.22 | 78.61 64.45 | 71.13 48.90 | 49.53

RandAug [10] 76.81 | 79.88 67.71 | 72.73 53.69 | 54.71
(ours) Mixup + IFL 77.55 | 81.78 68.83 | 74.84 53.79 | 54.60

(ours) RandAug + IFL 77.71 | 81.10 68.16 | 73.97 56.62 | 57.12

E
n
se

m
b
le TADE [67] 76.22 | 78.84 66.98 | 71.22 54.93 | 55.48

RIDE [56] 78.29 | 80.33 68.59 | 72.20 58.90 | 59.43
(ours) TADE + IFL 76.53 | 79.15 67.38 | 72.42 56.76 | 57.43
(ours) RIDE + IFL 78.86 | 80.70 69.09 | 72.57 58.93 | 59.84

GLT Protocol: not surpris-
ingly, we observe a signifi-
cant performance decline for all
methods from CLT protocol to
GLT, as tackling the additional
attribute bias is much more
challenging than class bias.
Meanwhile, IFL can still suc-
cessfully improve various base-
lines. The decline on the pro-
posed GLT reveals that general
long tail is indeed not just the
pure class-wise imbalance.
ALT Protocol: as we ex-
pected, the majority of pre-
vious LT algorithms using re-
balancing strategies failed to
improve the robustness against
the attribute-wise bias in this
protocol. Therefore, their im-
provements on GLT protocol
only came from the class-wise invariance. However, we noticed that the augmen-
tation and ensemble approaches can improve all three protocols, making them
good baselines for GLT as well. The main reason is that both augmentation and
model ensemble also aim to improve the representation learning.

5.4 Ablation Studies and Further Analyses

We further conducted a group of ablation studies on ImageNet-GLT in Table 4
to address some common concerns. We also provide some further analyses to
shed lights on the proposed GLT challenge.
Q1: how about the baselines from the attribute-wise side? A1: we also
reported some popular methods like Focal loss [28] for hard-example mining
and LFF (Learning-from-failure) [35] for domain generalization as the baselines
solving the attribute bias. However, they didn’t perform well using their default
settings, proving the difficulty of the proposed GLT in real-world datasets.
Q2: does the improvement come from the center loss? A2: the original
ERM version of center loss [59] can be considered as a special case of the proposed
IFL with only one single environment. According to Table 4, using the vanilla
center loss, i.e, #Env=1 with IFL, as the additional constraint actually hurt all
three protocols. It’s because the center in a biased environment is also biased,
e.g, the center of “banana” may possess 90% of “yellow” attribute, which only
makes the model more relying on spurious correlations.
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Table 4. Ablation Studies on ImageNet-GLT,
where overall results are reported; BLS, Focal, and
IFF are balanced softmax loss [41], focal loss [28],
and learning from failure [35], respectively

Ablation Settings Evaluation Protocols
#Env Loss IFL Augment Backbone CLT Protocol GLT Protocol ALT Protocol

1 CE - - ResNext-50 42.52 | 47.92 34.75 | 40.65 41.73 | 41.74
1 Focal - - ResNext-50 39.93 | 46.99 32.52 | 39.12 39.58 | 39.85
1 LFF - - ResNext-50 41.07 | 45.79 33.84 | 38.46 40.14 | 40.58
1 CE ✔ - ResNext-50 39.74 | 47.06 32.82 | 40.86 39.99 | 41.38
2 IRM - - ResNext-50 43.70 | 48.06 36.03 | 40.61 44.47 | 44.60
2 CE ✔ - ResNext-50 45.97 | 52.06 37.96 | 44.47 45.89 | 46.42
3 CE ✔ - ResNext-50 46.06 | 52.81 38.32 | 45.55 45.95 | 46.43
2 BLS ✔ - ResNext-50 48.34 | 50.39 40.08 | 43.48 44.86 | 45.43
2 CE ✔ Mixup ResNext-50 51.43 | 57.44 43.00 | 49.25 50.24 | 51.04
2 CE ✔ RandAug ResNext-50 53.40 | 58.11 44.90 | 50.47 52.14 | 52.74
1 CE - - RIDE-50 46.14 | 52.98 38.25 | 45.80 46.32 | 46.56
2 CE ✔ - RIDE-50 49.20 | 54.64 41.35 | 47.67 48.62 | 48.62
2 TADE ✔ - RIDE-50 51.78 | 52.41 43.47 | 45.17 48.74 | 48.78
2 LDAM ✔ - RIDE-50 53.93 | 54.76 45.64 | 47.14 52.44 | 53.17
2 LDAM ✔ Mixup RIDE-50 56.48 | 57.67 47.54 | 49.86 53.25 | 54.27
2 LDAM ✔ RandAug RIDE-50 58.70 | 59.61 49.80 | 51.62 55.65 | 55.81

Q3: how many environ-
ments are required? A3: al-
though it’s crucial to have more
than 1 environment, IRM [3]
asserts that two environments
are enough to capture the in-
variance. We also found that
additional environments only
brought marginal improvement.

Q4: why not directly apply
IRM loss? A4: theoretically,
the original IRM loss [3] and
the proposed IFL are supposed
to have similar results, as they
both embody the same spirit of
learning invariance across envi-
ronments. However, we empirically noticed that the original IRM loss has the
convergence issue in real-world dataset. 2 out of 5 random seeds result NaN loss
at some point during training.

Q5: why do all models perform worse under ALT than GLT on MSCOCO-
GLT? A5: note that the GLT protocol is always harder than ALT or CLT.
This weird phenomenon in MSCOCO-GLT is caused by the severe class-wise im-
balance in MSCOCO-Attributes [38]: a single class “person” possess over 40% of
the training set, so Train-CBL has much less training samples than Train-GLT.
It further proves the importance of long-tailed classification in real-world appli-
cations, as large long-tailed datasets are better than small balanced counterparts.

Q6: what is the precision-accuracy trade-off problem [73]? A6: as shown
in Fig. 5 (a-b), class-wise re-balancing method like cRT, LWS, and Logit-Adj [19,33]
are playing with the precision-accuracy trade-off under GLT protocol and barely
work in ALT protocol. It’s because the attribute bias hurts both accuracy and
precision by forming spurious correlations between classes. Tackling it should
improve both of metrics at the same time.

Q7: is there any other method that can be served as GLT baselines
as well? A7: we also found that the recent trend of improving both head and
tail categories [56,67,73], though lack a formal definition in their approaches, are
essentially trying to solve the GLT challenge. Benefit from the feature learning,
these ensemble learning and data augmentation approaches can also serve as
good baselines for the proposed GLT as well. Meanwhile, the proposed IFL is
orthogonal to them and can further boost their performances under all three
protocols.

Q8: why the proposed GLT is the “generalized” version of the LT. A8:
it’s because GLT methods would naturally solve the conventional LT, but not
vise versa. As shown in Fig. 5 (c-d), GLT baselines like augmentation, ensemble,
and the proposed IFL automatically solve the class-wise LT. Yet, the majority of
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Fig. 5. (a-b) The trending of precision and accuracy after applying the IFL; (c-d) GLT
baselines will automatically improve class-wise LT, while conventional LT re-balancing
algorithms won’t improve the attribute-wise imbalance in GLT

class-wise re-balancing LT algorithms cannot tackle the attribute-wise imbalance
of GLT very well.

6 Conclusion

We introduced a novel Generalized Long-Tailed (GLT) classification problem,
completing the previous class-wise long-tailed classification by incorporating the
attribute-wise imbalance nature in real-world dataset at scale, which deeply ex-
plains the cause of long-tailed performance within each class and the existence
of spurious correlations during classification. Experiments on the proposed two
benchmarks, ImageNet-GLT and MSCOCO-GLT, demonstrate the limitations
of the previous LT algorithms using class-wise adjustment, and the importance
of representation learning in GLT. To this end, we present invariant feature
learning (IFL) as the first strong baseline for GLT. IFL adopts a metric loss
to encourage the learning of invariant features across environments with diverse
attribute distributions. As an improved feature backbone, IFL is orthogonal to
most of the previous LT algorithms. After plugging IFL into the conventional
LT line-up: one-/two-stage re-balance, augmentation, and ensemble, IFL boosts
their performances under all protocols in the proposed GLT benchmarks.
Limitations: Due to the limited space, we didn’t fully explore all kinds of
attribute biases in this paper, e.g, benchmarks like BREEDS [43], MetaShift [27]
or FMoW-WILDS [21] all have their unique attribute types. In the future, we
are going to extend GLT to more diverse tasks and attribute settings.
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